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tion of where we stand as teachers and
researchers in the field.
As one considers these issues, they
do inspire an examination of self-purpose and professional direction. For
example, nexus point one asks the very
elementary, hut often-ignored question,
"Is there a difference between agricultural communication and agricultural
journalism?" While the authors don't
necessarily resolve any of the issues/
questions, they do offer a summary discussion. Although such rumination is
often more appropriate for faculty, the
book offers a series of excellent discussion questions that may help students
better explore what they expect in their
pursuit of a degree or, better yet, how
that degree will lead to a career.
This book encourages readers to ask
some straightforward questions about
the direction of agricultural communication programs. Perhaps it will inspire
academics to examine their professional direction and mission. For students, it may help prompt a reflection
on applied journalism versus the more
conceptual and theoretical emphasis
found in some communication programs. For this reason it may be useful
to those engaged in entry-level courses
that examine the differences between
communication theory and more applied aspects of the field, such as agricultural journalism and marketing.
The authors deserve a compliment
for the historical perspectives and commentary. The hook gives an overview
of agricultural communication and information transfer related to agriculture.
It also features a number of quotes and
thought-provoking statements from
scholars and practitioners in the field.
The perspectives of James Evens and
Robert Hays of the University of Illinois,
Scott Kilman of the Wall Street Journal
and Loren Kruse of Successful FarmJouKNALisM &• MASS COMMUNICATION EDUCATOR

ing are sure to foster spirited classroom
discussions. Many of these quotes, or
testimonials, leave the reader asking
more questions or yearning for quantitative date to support their assertions.
For example, showing more quantitative research data on the information
sources and channel preferences for agricultural audiences would have added
to the author's points about changes and
challenges in the field.
This book, while providing an excellent classroom supplement to basic agricultural communication courses,
seems to try to do too much. Although
it can supply a starting point, even a
catalyst for discussion, it offers too hrief
a summary of communication theory
and a too limited background of pertinent literature to be a lone text. In particular, it pays only general attention to
social marketing or educational communication campaign theory. Also
missing from the discussion is any mention of recent trends hy agribusiness to
market, or even sell, information as a
service through crop advisors, consultants, and fieldmen. None of this represents a fatal flaw. Rather it points to
the volume's utility in creating questions and fostering an internal exploration of the field.
All in all, it would make a suitable
supplement to an introductory agricultural journalism course.
ROBIN SHEPARD
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON

• Foust, J.C. (2000) Big Voices of the
Air. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University
Press, 249 pp. Hardcover: $54.95
Those of us who grew up listening
to the clear channel giants like WLW
during the waning years of clear-channel broadcasting remember nighttime

l
AM radio as way to visit distant cities;
to hear music and information from
places different from that wh ere we
lived. In retrospect, some may also as
sume that these stations existed as the
result of a clearly defined FCC policy
designed to ensure that this long-dis
tance radio service was available to the
American public in the most effective
and efficient manner.
Finally, we may h ave thought the
powerful clear channel stations were at
the head of the broadcasting pecking
order; unchallenged leaders of a com
mercial radio monolith whose place
was understood and accepted by all.
Big Voices of the Air gently corrects
these and other misconceptions about
clear channel radio.
Big Voices is a readable "examina
tion of the clear channel debate from a
policy-making perspective." In its eight
chapters, the book chronicles the ma
jor issues an d policies that led the Fed
eral Radio Commission (FRC) to allo
cate clear channels in the 1920s, the
growth and experimentatiQn with "su
per-power" in the 1930s, to the slow,
but ultimate, demise of true clear-chan
nel broadcasting in the 1940s, 50s and
early 19608.
Foust explains the early rationale for
the clear channel radio - that of en
suring that rural listeners had service
- and traces the parameters of an in
ternal struggle between commercial
broadcasters competing for dominance
by manipulation within the political
area. Each chapter addresses the debate
from a different perspective. Chapter
content includes a primer on the tech
nical characteristics ofAM radio, a thor
ough discussion of the trade and lob
bying organizations affecting the clear
channel debate, the efforts of clear chan
nel stations to elicit support from farm
groups, and an examination of the fail

ure of FCC Docket 6741's com prehen
sive review of the clear channel policy.
It is interesting to note that the stations'
trade organization, the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service, built its case for
continued clear channel operation on
rural service. The reality is that the sta
tions never really targeted rural listen
ers, nor did they receive strong support
from farm organizations during Docket
6741 hearings.
In the latter portion of the book d is
cussions of policy are interwoven with
references to the changing landscape of
AM radio in the 1950s and 19608. Ulti
mately, it is a shift in America's listen
ing and viewing habits that m akes the
resolution of Docket 6741 moot.
Big Voices of the Air is a welcome
contribution to the literature. It provides
a closer look at an often neglected or
glossed-over period in broadcast his
tory. It also provides fresh perspective
on the p olicy debate surrounding clear
channel AM radio. Foust frames his dis
cussion nicely around Krasnow and
Longley's ven erable policy analysis
model. This well accepted framework
for policy analysis adds to the book's
appeal in both history and law and
policy classes.
KENNETH CREECH
B lffLER UNIVKRSlTY
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